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ABSTRACT 
Carney , Kim James , M.S ., Eastern Illinois University , July 1980. 
Repopulation of fishes in Riley Cr eek , Coles County, Illinois following 
nitr ogen fertilizer pollution . 
The repopulation of stream fishes was studied from 17 May 1979 to 
25 October 1979 following a major kill (100% mortality) caused by nitrogen 
fertilizer pollution in Ril ey Creek , Coles County , Illinois , The extent 
of recovery was detennined by comparing post-kill collections with pre-
kill survey data that was collected on 25 October 1978, 
Repopulation began six days after the abatement of the pollution 
source , It is suggested that the i nitial source of repopulo.tion was from 
the nearest undamaged tributary . The first three rei nhabitants in order 
of appearence were : stoner ollers (Campostoma anomalum) ; creek chubs 
(Semotilus atromaculatus); and creek chubsuckers (Erimyzon oblongus). At 
the end of the study period, 21 of the original 27 species had reentered 
the sampl ing area. The major changes from pre- to post-kill periods were 
an increase in total number of individuals , a decrease in overall total 
weight and a decrease in mean weight per individual . The increase in 
total number and the decrease in overall total weight was primarily due 
to a tremendous i ncrease in abundance of small cyprinids and a decrease 
in abundance of large white suckers (Catostomus commersoni) , gizzard 
shad (Dorosoma cepedianum) and bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus). Repopula-
tion was accomplished primarily by young-of- the-year or immature individ-
uals which accounted for the decrease in mean weight per individual . 
Several biotic and abiotic factors are suggested and discussed as 
having influenced the rate of repopulation . These include : (1) severity 
,,.,...--nl"\ 
ll- ,i,J ;_; .J ..J 
and duration of the kill , (2) season of the year, which may manifest it-
self in stream flow and migrations and breeding of fishes, (J) presence 
of nearby undamaged areas, (4) evolutionary adaptations of the fishes 
involved and, (5) predation and interspecific competition of ingressing 
fish. 
The complex of these factors was in general considered favorable 
and aided in the relatively rapid recovery of the habitat and the sub-
sequent early ingression and reestablishment of substantial fish popu-
lations. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In October of 1978, a survey was being conducted of the fishes in-
habiting Riley Creek, Coles County, Illinois . By the end of October, one 
collection from each of eight sampling stations was completed. The study 
was then terminated for the year and was to have been resumed in late 
May, 1979 , On 17 May 1979, an undetennined amount of 28% nitrogen fer-
tilizer solution spilled into Riley Creek from a storage tank killing 
an estimated 25 ,000 fish (pers . comm. with Illinois DOC) in portions of 
Riley and Kickapoo Creek . With the availability of pre-kill data, which 
represented a reasonable estimate of fish populations in Riley Creek, 
it was felt that this presented an excellent opportunity to study the 
processes involved in f~sh repopulation. 
There has been a paucity of reasearch on the rate of natural repop-
ulation of fishes and even less has been published concerning the seq-
uence of appearence of individual species , Much of the present knowledge 
concerning repopulation has resulted from investigations of single species 
rather than fish communities. Gunning and Berra (1968, 1969) , Berra and 
Gunning (1970) and Phinney (1975) studied the repopulation of experiment-
ally decimated stream sections by sharpfin chubsuckers, longear sunfish 
and brook trout in Louisiana and Montana, respecitvely . These investiga-
tions provide much needed and useful information on the rate of repop-
ulation of their respective species , but neglect to consider other species 
of the community that may have an important effect on the rate and seque-
nce of reestablishment.· More comprehensive studies in this respect were 
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reported by Larimore et al. (1959) and Olmsted and Cloutman (1974) who 
describe not only the rate of repopulation, but also the chronology of 
each species following drought in Illinois and pesticide pollution in 
Arkansas, respectively. 
The purpose of the present study was to determine the rate and 
sequence of appearance of individual species repopulating Riley Creek 
and to attempt to relate these findings to various factors influencing 
the recovery process. 
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DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA 
Riley Creek , a Jrd order, warm water stream , drains an area of app-
roximately 115 km2 in Coles County , east-central Illinois (Fig. 1) . With 
a gradient of 1 ,13 m/km, the stream flows southwest from the northern 
edge of Mattoon for 21,5 km before merging with Kickapoo Creek southwest 
of Charleston. Kickapoo Creek ultimately enters the Embarras River, the 
principal drainage system for the eastern three fourths of the county . 
The spill site is located in the NW t of Sec , 7, T12N-R9E (Fig. 1). 
Upstream from the spill the creek flows sluggishly for 14, 5 km through 
flst, heavily farmed land where siltation is a major problem. This stretch 
of the creek consists of primarily continuous pools with relatively few 
riffles . This area consists of dark-colored, poorly drained, prairie 
soils with many field tiles draining into the creek . Below the spill site 
the creek flows south through a rolling , wooded morainal region for 7 ,0 
km where siltation is less apparent. Here the streams velocity increases 
with more and larger riffles being evident. The soils are of the light-
colored , timbered type that are generally better drained . 
The kill zone extended through the entire 7 ,0 km section of Riley 
Creek that passes through the morainal region , and another 8.2 km in 
Kickapoo Creek (Fig. 1). Two major tributaries, Union Drainage D~strict 
# 3 and Cassell Creek , enter Riley Creek 0.8 and J.8 km , respectively, 
downstream from the spill site. 
The stations selected for sampling during repopulation are spaced 
along a J,O km section of Riley Creek between Union Drainage District# 
3 and Cassell Creek (Fig. 1) , They are described as follows : 
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Station 6 is located 2 .1 km downstream from the spill site in the NW 
t of Sec . 17, T12N-R9E, It passes through pasture l and with high eroding 
banks . The average width is 9 . 9 m, and the average depth is .75 m. The 
bottom is composed mostly of silt in a large pool , with sand and gravel 
in a small downstream riffle . This station is best described as a small 
"pond" . With a maximum depth of 1. 6 m, the flow is barely detectable except 
during periods of high water. 
Station 7 is located 3,2 km downstream from the spill site in the NE 
t of Sec. 17, T12N-R9E, It passes through a wooded area containing some 
farm land. The average width is 5.2 m, and the average depth is 0.3 m. The 
bottom is composed of sand and gravel in a long upstream riffle area, with 
silt predominating in a small downstream pool. Flow is more deliberate 
and rarely discontinuous i n this portion of Riley Creek due to ground 
water that can be seen per colating up through a sandy area year round. 
Station 8 is located 4.8 km downs tream from the spill site in the NW 
t of Sec. 16 , T12N-R9E, It passes through a wooded area containing some 
farm and pasture land. The average width is 8 . 1 m, and average depth is 
.4 m. The bottom is composed of sand, gravel and large rocks in the upper 
45 m with a close succesion of pools and riffles. The lower 27 mis a 
sluggish pool area with bottom materials of silt and sand. 
J 
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MEI'HODS AND MATERIALS 
From 23 May 1979 to 25 October 1979, collections of fishes were 
made at each of the three sampling stations downstream from the spill 
site in Riley Creek . Areas upstream were also sampled to determine species 
composition of possible sources of immigration. Stations selected for 
the present study correspond to sites that were established for the 
survey of 25 October 1978. Sampling stations contained both pool and 
riffle habitats considered typical of Riley Creek . 
It was originally intended to sample each station every other day 
for the first month af'ter the kill and every two weeks af'ter that , but 
because of equipment failure and the lack of assistants, each collecting 
period was performed whenever possible, However , in order to determine 
the extent of recovery , the last sample af'ter the kill was purposely 
conducted on 25 October 1979 to enable a comparison with the index 
collection from the survey of 25 October 1978 . 
An electric-seine powered by a 115 volt, 13.1 amp portable generator, 
and a 7,6 m, 6.4 mm mesh minnow seine were employed for the collection 
of fishes . A 36 m transmisson cord spanned the distance from the gene-
rator to the electric-seine and therefore determined the l~ngth of each 
station. Sampling commenced a cords length downstream from the generator 
and ended a cords length upstream from the generator, resulting in sta-
tions 72 m long . The minnow seine was pulled through the same length of 
I 
stream for each sample . Every effort was made in ensure uniform collections 
at each sample site for comparison before and af'ter the kill. 
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The larger, easily identifiable fishes were weighed and measured in 
the field , given a distinct fin clip for recognition upon recapture and 
released . The smaller, unidentifiable fishes were preserved in 10% form-
alin and brought to the laboratory to be identified, weighed and measured. 
The taxonomic ~omenclature follows Bailey (19·70) . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Cause and Rffect of Fish Kill - Ammonia Overload 
Although the amount of ammonia spilled into Riley Creek was unde-
termined, it was sufficient to result in 100% mortality of fishes in 
a 15 ,2 km section of Riley and Kickapoo Creek (Fig . 1). The major eff-
ects of an acute overload of ammonia to the receiving stream and there-
fore to the organisms present are twofold: (1) exertion of an oxygen 
demand; and (2) direct toxicity to aquatic life. Under aerobic condi-
tions , ammonia is readily oxidized to first nitrite (No2) and then ni-
trate (No3) through the process of nitrification . In the process of 
oxidizing 2 moles of nitrogen, 4 moles of oxygen will be consumed 
(Sawyer and McCarty 1967) . The implications of this decrease in diss -
olved oxygen to fish is obvious. 
The toxicity of ammonia to fish is well documented (Robinette 1976; 
Smart 1976; Armstrong et al . 1978; Buckley 1978; Thurston et al . 1978; 
Tomasso et al, 1980) . Ammonia in aqueous solution exists in equilibrium 
between the ionized (NH4+) and the un-ionized (NH3) species (Thurston et 
al. 1978). It has been shown that the un-ionized form of ammonia is toxic 
to fishes (Hemens 1966) and the ionized is nontoxic , or considerably less 
toxic (Tabata 1962; cited in Thurston et al. 1978) . An increase in the 
concentration of NHJ and thus an increase in toxicity is facilitated by 
an increase in pH and/or temperature (Emerson et al. 1975), It is also 
known that lower concentrations of dissolved oxygen can greatly effect 
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the toxicity of NHJ (Downing and Merkens 1955; Lloyd 1961) . This is not 
due to an increase in the conentration of NHJ ' but rather to an increase 
in the ventilation rate by the fish causing increased exposure to the 
un-ionized ammonia molecule (Lloyd 1961) . 
In freshwater, the lethal concentration of ammonia varies consider-
ably with species of fish. Reported median lethaJ. concentrations for 
acute toxicity tests range from 0.2 to 0.8 mg/1 NHJ for salmonids , with 
vaJ.ues of 0.4 to 4 mg/1 NHJ for other fishes (Thurston et al . 1978) . 
These vaJ.ues will vary according to the time period tested and the stage 
of development of the species in question . 
The total ammonia-nitrogen (NH3+NH4+) concentration of the nitrogen 
solution spilled into Riley Creek was reported by the I llinois EPA to be 
4 6.J x 10 mg/1 (pers . comm . with Illinois DOC). According to my calcula-
tions this results in a conentration of approximately J.6 x 103 mg/1 
for the toxic un-ionized (NHJ) species. Water analyses taken by the Ill-
inois EPA (pe.rs . comm. with Illinois DOC) from several downstream loca-
tions approximately 24 hours after the spill , revealed total ammonia-
nitrogen (NH3+NH4+) concentrations of 6.8 x 10
1 
mg/1 (4.0 mg/1 NHJ) from 
just below the spill, to 1 . 0 x 102 mg/1 (5.8 mg/1 NHJ) 4 .8 km down from 
the spill site. Although the above values are from samples taken 24 hours 
after the abatement of the pollution source, they are considerably higher 
than, or equal to , the reported lethal concentrations (0 .2-4 mg/1) of 
NHJ for freshwater fishes, and clearly reflects the lethality of the 
spill. 
Subsequent water analysis results were not available from the Illinois 
EPA and it would therefore be difficult to determine exactly when condi-
tions were again suitable to sustain life . However, a spill of this 
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type is typical of a short- term acute stress on a stream system , where 
an abrupt reiease of a miscible pollutant passes downstream leaving 
no residual effects upon nonbiological units (e . g ., substrate). Since 
fishes were first seen reinvading the kill zone six days after the spill , 
it would be reasonable to conclude that concentrations of ammonia were at 
a safe level on , or sometime before this time. 
Repopulation 
The normal fluctuations of stream fish community structure must be 
recognized when considering repopulation. Populations are never static; 
species composition and numbers are continually changing due to various 
environmental changes , seasons , mi grations , life cycles etc. (Larimore et 
al. 1959; Hynes 1970; Olmsted and Cloutman 1974) . Thus, it is difficult 
to compare various stages of repopulation with pre-kill estimates when 
community structure is continually fluctuating, The pre-kill survey of 
Riley Creek was representative of fish populations on 25 October 1978 
and cannot serve as an exact index for comparison of repopulation at other 
times of the year. Seral stages of repopulation are of course useful , but 
only in that they show the rate and sequence of appearance of individual 
species (Figs. 2 , 3 , 4 and 5) , Therefore , in attempting to determine the 
extent of recovery only corresponding dates before and after extirpation 
can be correctly compared (Tables 1 , 2, 3 and 4) . 
Repopulation began by 23 May (six days after the kil) when two 
stonerollers (Campostoma anomalum) were collected at station 8 (Fig , 4) . 
Fish were not collected from upstream stations 6 and 7 on thi s date , 
suggesting that Cassell Creek (Fig. 1) was the initial source of re-
populati on . Species richness continued to increase for the two subsequent 
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collections (26 May and 7 June) at station 8, but a substantial number 
of individuals were not collected at this station until 26 June when fish 
began reinhabiting stations 6 and 7 (Figs. 2 and J). The catch on this date 
was dominated at station 6 by stonerollers (J3%), redfin shiners (Notropis 
umbratilis) (30%) and creek chubs (Semotilus atromaculatus); at station 7 
by creek chubs (87%) and stonerollers (11%) ; and at station 8 by creek 
chubs (44%) and stonerollers (33%). Subsequent collections revealed that 
species richness continued to increase at a fairly constant rate at all 
stations (Figs. 2 , J and 4) and that creek chubs and stonerollers contin-
ued to be dominant members of the communities, However , as other species 
had successful spawns there were of course temporary shifts in the most 
abundant species . For example, the silverjaw minnow (Ericymba buccata) at 
station 7 (Fig . J) and the striped shiner (Notropis chrysocephalus) at 
station 6 (Fig . 2) were the most abundant species on 7 August and 22 Sep-
tember , respectively, and they remained common at all stations throughout 
the remainder of the study . 
As previously indicated, the last sample after the kill (October 25 
1979) was compared with pre-kill collections (October 25, 1978) to deter-
mine the extent of recovery. The most notable differences from pre- to 
post-kill periods were an increase in the total number of individuals and 
a decrease in the overall total weight . Associated with these differences 
was a change in the relative abundance of fishes before and after the kill. 
These trends were true for all stations . 
Station 6, which showed the greatest deviation from pre-kill periods, 
recovered over 900% of the total number of individuals , but only 16% of 
the total weight (Table 1). The increase in total individuals , and as a 
result, the decrease in total weight , was due to a tremendous influx of 
small cyprinids and a decrease in large centrarchids and gizzard shad 
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(Dorosoma cepedianum) . Bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus), largemouth bass 
(Micropterus salmoides) and gizzard shad collectively made up 54% of the 
total number and 64% of the total weight before the kill , but only ,4% 
and 3% of these totals , respectively, after the kill. The population at 
station 6 is presently dominated by creek chubs, striped shiners, silver-
jaw minnows and other small cyprinids. 
Station 7 showed less of an increase in total individuals (316%) 
than station 6, but recovered more of the total weight (22%) (Table 2), 
The major changes have been in the decrease in abundance and total weight 
of gizzard shad, decrease in total weight of white suckers (Catostomus 
commersoni), decrease in abundance of redfin shiners and the increase in 
abundance and total weight of creek chubs and stonerolle:rs . 
Station 8 exhibited less of a change in the increase in total individ-
uals (199%) after the kill than either station 6 or 7, but recovered more 
of the total weight (44%) (Table J). The major changes have been in the 
decrease in relative abundance of bluntnose minnows (Pimephales notatus), 
a decrease in total weight of white suckers and creek chubs and an increase 
in relative abundance of stonerollers and creek chubs. 
The increase in to~al number of individuals and the decrease in total 
weight is directly related to the mean weight of the repopulating individ-
uals , Most of the individuals immigrating into the sampling area were 
young-of-the-year or immature. Species such as the white sucker, which had 
a mean weight of 107 ,77 grams before the kill, had a mean weight of 4.85 
grams after the kill (Table 4). Whereas some species did not show as 
dramatic a change as this and others showed a slight increase in mean weight, 
it was a trend that is unequivocal. The fact that young-of-the-year or 
immature individuals tend to dominate new fish communities has been report-
ed previously (Kennedy 1955; Krumholz and Minckley 1964; Gunning and Berra 1969 ; 
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Engstrom-Heg and Loeb 1972; Olmsted and Cloutman 1974; Phinney 1975), 
Accounts of individual species 
Although collections of fishes were performed at three different 
stations, in the interest of clarity and continuity, all three stations 
will be considered collectively for the following discussion on the fishes 
recorded before and after the kill, with only an occassional reference 
made to an individual station. Degress of commonness and rareness were 
arbitrarily assinged to those fishes recorded before the kill according 
to the relative abundance of each species . They are defined as follows : 
very common <15%; common 2.5-14%; uncommon 1-2.4%; and rare >1%, It is 
also important to note that statements regarding the commonness and rare-
ness of a species in the Riley Creek drainage are based on odservations 
made over a two year period before, during and after the study period, 
and on data presented by Durham and Whitley (1971) . In general,species 
composition of the entire drainage area is very similar. 
Dorosoma cepedianum. Gizzard shad were common before the kill and 
were represented entirely by large individuals (Table 4). They were early 
to reinvade the sampling area, but their presence appears to have been 
transient. The only specimens recorded since the kill were on 7 June and 
7 August when seven and two large individuals were collected, respectively 
(Fig. 5), In terms of total biomass, gizzard shad were the second most 
abundant species before the kill and their ab.sence from the last sample 
after the kill was a major factor in the decrease in overall total weight 
(Table 4). Raleigh et al. (1978) found the decrease in abundance of gizzard 
shad to be a major contributor to the change in relative abundance of 
fishes before and after a major kill in the Clinch River, Virginia. 
1J 
Esox americanus . Only one grass pickerel was collected prior to the 
kill (Table 4) . They were first recorded after the kill on 26 June and 
were represented in all subsequent collections (Fig . 5), It appears that 
the grass pickerel has been successfully reestablished in Riley Creek . 
Campostoma anomalum . Stonerollers were common before the kill and 
represented by all size groups (Table 4) . It was the first species to 
reinhabit the sampling area when on 23 May (six days after the kill) two 
adult males in breeding condition were collected (Fig. 5), Subsequently 
the population grew rapidly, increasing to 74 individuals by 26 June . 
Olmsted and Cloutman (1974) found a similar trend for Q. anomalum repop-
ulating Mud Creek in Arkansas . At the time this study was terminated , the 
stoneroller population was far in excess of its former total number and 
total weight, although ~he mean weight per individual was considerably 
less than before (Table 4). Repopulation was accomplished almost enti rely 
by immature individuals. 
CyPrinus carpio. Carp were rare before the kill (Table 4) . Two ripe 
males were collected after the kill on 7 June (Fig . 5), Before capture , 
these fish were observed migrating upstream , apparently enroute to a 
spawning area. Three imuature individuals were recorded for the next two 
samples . Riley Creek is considered too small to support a large number of 
adult carp and is utilized by the species primarily for spawning. It is 
therefore believed that carp are probably now at least as abundant as 
before the kill. 
Ericymba buccata. Immature and young adult silverjaw minnows were 
common before the kill (Table 4) . The species was late to reinvade the area 
(7 August) compared to the other headwater species , but once established, 
it exceeded its former abundance sooner than any other species . Smith (1979) 
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suggested that the silverjaw minnow is a pioneering species that will 
quickly occupy newly dredged ditches. The last sample ai'ter the kill (25 
October) revealed that the population had surpassed its fonner total num-
ber by a magnitude of 8.5 times and its fonner total weight by over 7.5 
times , Ingressing fish were immature and did not differ greatly in size 
from the pre-kill population . 
Notropis chrysocephalus. Striped shiners of all size groups were 
common before the kill . They first appeared in the sampling area on 7 
August when 16 immature individuals were collected (Fig, 5) , Subsequent 
collections revealed that the striped shiner had become the most abundant 
Notropis spp. ai'ter the kill (Table 4) . A comparison of pre- and post-kill 
collections shows that the population is now 11 and 2 ,3 times the pre-kill 
sample on a total number and total weight basis , respectively. Repopula-
tion was accomplished entirely by immature individuals . 
Notropis spilopterus . Spotfin shiners were not recorded before the 
kill and are uncommon in the Riley Creek drainage . They were collected 
ai'ter the kill on 22 September and 25 October when one young adult was 
collected on each of these occasions . 
Notropis stramineus . Only one sand shiner was recorded before the 
kill (Table 4) , The relatively muddy bottom of Riley Creek is a suboptimum 
habitat for the sand shiner (Smith 1979) and large numbers are not to be 
expected. It was therefore surprising when it was found to be relatively 
common during the last three sampling periods with one , four and nine 
individuals being collected , respecitvely (Fig. 5) , 
Notropis umbratilis . Redfin shiners were the most abundant Notropis 
spp . before the kill (Table 4) and the first member of the genus to re-
inhabit the sampling area (Fig , 5) , Although it was early to enter the 
ki ll zone (26 June), at the time this study was tenninated, it had not 
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reached its former abundance . N. umbrati~is differed from most other 
species in this and other studies (Larimore et al. 1959) in that repopu-
lation was accomplished primarily by adults . 
Notropis whipplei. One steelcolor shiner was recorded during the pre-
kill survey and no· specimens have been collected since initiation of 
post-kill collections (Fig , 5) , 
Phenacobius mirabilis, Suckermouth minnows were common before the 
kill , but had not successfully reestablished a substantial population at 
the time this study was terminated (Table 4) . f , mirabilis was first re-
corded after the kill on 26 June when six immature individuals were coll-
ected (Fig, 5) , Following that collection, suckermouth minnows appeared 
only sporadically throughout the remainder of the sampling period. 
Pimephales notatus . Bluntnose minnows were the most abundant species 
before the kill (Table 4), but reinvaded the sampling area later than 
other headwater species that were less common, f. notatus first appeared 
on 26 June (Fig. 5) when four adult males , one adult female and two imma-
tures were collected. Subsequent collections revealed that the population 
was very slow to increase and did not reach a substantial population 
until the termi nation of the study (Table 4) . This can possibly be ex-
plained by the fact that the bluntnose minnow spawns later than other 
species such as the creek chub and stoneroller (Larimore et al . 1959) that 
repopulated earlier. 
Pimephales promelas . Fathead minnows were not recorded in the kill 
zone before the kill , but are quite abundant upstream in the open prairie 
where more suitable habitat is available. Three young adults were collected 
on 22 September (Fig. 5) and have not been recorded since. 
Semotilus atromaculatus. Creek chubs were the second most abundant 
species before the kill (Table 4) and one of the first three species to 
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reinhabit the srunpling area (Fig . 5) , It appeared in every collection 
from 26 May through 25 October. ~ . atromaculatus is very vagile (Cross 
1967) and has been described as a pioneer species by Shelford (1913) and 
Smith (1979), It appears capable of rapidly repopulating denuded strerun 
sections and was the most abundant species af'ter the kill in terms of 
total number and total weight, Repopulation was accomplished entirely by 
immature individuals. 
Catostomus commersoni. White suckers were the most abundant catost-
omid before the kill and comprised the greatest total weight of all spec-
ies. However , by the time the study was terminated, it had recoverd only 
6% of this weight and was therefore a major factor in the overall decre-
ase in total weight . f . commersoni was first noted af'ter the kill on 26 
June when nine young-of-the-year were collected (Fig . 5) , Population num-
bers were slow to increase and did not approach that prior to the kill 
until 22 September. Repopulation was accomplished enitrely by young-of-
the-year or immature individuals , 
Erimyzon oblongus. The creek chubsucker was uncommon before the kill 
(Table 4), but was one of the first three species to enter the srunpling 
area and the first catostomid (Fig, 5) , Smith (1979) described the young 
of~. oblongus as pioneering fish that are runong the first to reenter 
formerly dry strerun sections . Population numbers were slow to increase, 
but ended at 20 times that of the pre-kill survey. The present population 
is composed entirely of immature individuals. The creek chubsucker has 
apparently successfully repopulated Riley Creek . 
HyPentilium nigricans. Hog suckers were rare before the kill . One 
immature individual each was recorded for the srunpling dates of 26 June 
and 7 August af'ter the kil (Fig . 5), 
Moxostoma erythrurum . The golden redhorse was rare before the kill 
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. (Table 4) and has not been collected since the kill (Fig . 5). 
Moxostoma macrolepidotum. The shorthead redhorse was rare before the 
kill (Table 4) , but has been found in relatively large numbers since the 
kill. It was first encountered on 7 August when two immature individuals 
were collected (Fig . 5), A twofold increase in the population was then 
noted in each subsequent collection (22 Spetember and 25 October) . Re-
population was accomplished entirely by immature individuals. 
I ctalurus melas. Black bullheads were rare before the kill (Table 4) 
and have yet to return to the sampling area (Fig . 5). Larimore et al . 
(1959) found that in Smiths Branch , Illinois, where the black bullhead 
was common before drought, it was one of the last five species to repop-
ulate the area. 
Ictalurus natalis. Yellow bullheads were also rare before the kill, 
have not been recorded since the kill and were also one of the last five 
species to repopulate Smiths Branch in Illinois (Larimore et al. 1959) . 
Perhaps both the black and yellow bullhead were present in Riley Creek 
when this study was terminated and were not collected due to the ineff-
iciency of the electric shocker in collecting catfish. 
Fundulus notatus . Blackstripe topminnows were rare before the kill 
(Table 4), but are quite abundant upstream from the kill zone . One indi-
vidual was collected on 26 June (Fig . 5) and none have been recorded 
since . 
Lepomis cyanellus . The green sunfish was the second most abundant 
centrarchid before the kill (Table 4) and the first member of the family 
to enter the sampling area (Fig. 5) . They were first recorded after the 
kill on 26 June when three mature males were collected. 1· cyanellus 
was collected only sporadically in subsequent collections and was rep-
resented entirely by immature individuals. It appears that the green sun-
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fish has not successfully repopulated t~ sampling area. 
Lepomis macrochirus. Bluegill were the most common centrarchid before 
the kill and the third most abundant of all fishes in terms of total we-
ight (Table 4). The number and weight of these bluegill is somewhat sur-
prising for a stream habitat since they are less a stream resident than 
other lepomids. However, the majority of these fish were collecteq at sta-
tion 6 where the large pool area provides more suitable habitat . Also, 
most of these were probably escapees from the Charleston Club pond 
(where they are quite common and an overflow exists) upstream from station 
6 and were not native residents of Riley Creek. The first individuals to 
reappear were recorded on 7 August (Fig . 5) and were subsequently collected 
only sporadically throughout the remainder of the study. At the time this 
study was terminated, L. macrochirus had recovered only 1% of its former 
total weight and thus was a major factor to the overall decrease in total 
weight after the kill . It appears that bluegill have not successfully re-
populated the sampling area. 
Lepomis megalotis . The longear sunfish was the least common lepomid 
in the sampling area before the kill (Table 4), but are quite abundant 
upstream from the kill. No longear sunfish have been collected in the 
sampling area since initiation of post-kill collections . This is in agre-
ement with the findings of Larimore et al. (1959) who reported that long-
ear shunfish were one of the last species to repopulate Smiths Branch in 
Illinois, but is contradictory to Berra and Gunning (1970) and Olmsted 
and Cloutman (1974) who found that L. megalotis was quick to reenter and 
establish a substantial population in Louisiana and Arkansas , respectively. 
Micropterus punctulatus. Spotted bass were not recorded before the 
kill (Table 4). Its absence from pre-kill collections was probably due to 
random sampling error since it is a common centrarchid in the Riley Creek 
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drainage. A total of five immature indiv'1duals were collected in the sam-
pling area after the kill; four on 22 September and one on 25 October. 
Micropterus salmoides . The largemouth bass was a common centrarchid 
before the kill (Table 4) . It entered the sampling area sooner than the 
spotted bass (Fig . 5) , but was slower to increase in number. The earliest 
reinhabitants were similar in size to the spotted bass , but gradually in-
creased in s i ze in subsequent collections . 
Pomoxis annularis. White crappie are rare in the Riley Creek drain-
age , and only one was collected before the kill (Table 4) . None were re-
corded in post-kill collections. 
Etheostoma nigrum. Only one johnny darter was collected in the samp-
l i ng area before the kill (Table 4), but they are common upstream from 
the spill site. They were recorded for the last three sampling dates (Fig . 
5) when two, nine and six individuals were collected, respectively. It 
appears that E. nigrum has successfully repopulated the sampling area. 
Etheostoma spectabile . The orangethroat darter is common in Riley 
Creek and its drainage area . It reentered the sampling area rel atively 
quickly when 12 very young individuals were captured on 26 June (Fig. 5). 
It occurred consistently ir. subsequent collections, but its numbers flu-
ctuated greatly. It reached its greatest abundance on 22 September when 
18 immatures were collected, but dropped to half that amount for the last 
sample after the kill (Table 4) . However , observations made one week after 
the termination of this study indicate that~. spectabile is back in sub-
stantial numbers ,· apparently exceeding i ts former abundance . Repopulation 
was accomplished entirely by immature individuals . 
Percina maculata . Blackside daters were absent from pre-kill coll-
ections (Table 4) . It was not recorded in the sampling area after the 
kill until 25 October when four individuals were collected (Fig. 5), 
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However, two blackside darters were collected upstream from the spill 
site on 14 September indicating that stock was present in Riley Creek for 
repopulation . All individuals collected were adults . 
Five months after the kill , 21 of the original 27 species have re-
entered the sampling area along with four new species (Fig . 5), Those 
species that have yet to return were rare before the kill and comprised only 
7% of the total number of indivduals . The new species recorded after the 
kill were also rare . In terms of kinds of species, therefore , the post-
kill community is not substantially different from pre-kill periods , al-
though relative abundance, total number of individuals , overall total 
weight and mean weight per individual are . 
Factors influencing repopulation 
From this and other studies (Lari more et al. 1959; Cairns et al . 1971 ; 
Olmsted and Cloutman 1974) , several biotic and abiotic factors can be id-
entified as influenci ng the rate of repopulation: (1) severity and duration 
of the kill , (2) season of the year , which may manifest itself in stream 
flow and migrations and breeding of fishes , (3) presence of nearby undam-
aged areas , (4) evolutionary adaptations of the fishes involved, and (5) 
predation and interspecific competition of ingressing fishes. 
The Riley Creek f i sh kill was very severe (100% mortality) , but of 
short duration (24-48 hrs . ) . Once the pollution source had been abated, 
the slug passed downstream leaving no residual effects . This permitted a 
rapid recovery of the habitat and the subsequent early ingression of 
fishes into the denuded area. 
The kill occurred in the spring of the year when water levels are 
relatively high . This facilitated the rapid dilution of the pollutant and 
its passage downstream. High water levels also helped to eliminate barriers 
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to immigrating fishes. It is common for some riffles to become dry in 
Riley Creek during periods of low flow, thereby restricting movement of 
fishes, but water levels remained fairly constant throughout the study 
period and no dry riffles were observed. Extremely high water may also 
have had an effect on the repopulation rate and community structure of 
Riley Creek, On 1 July a flood appeared to flush many of the fishes down-
stream. Collections from station 7 on 7 July revealed a three fold increase 
in the number of species (Fig. J) with the number of individuals increasing 
from 105 to 279. A less dramatic and somewhat opposite effect was noted 
for stations 6 and 8; where only a small increase in the number of species 
was observed (Figs. 2 and 4) with a decrease in the number of individuals. 
These results contradict Gerking (1950) who found that flooding had little 
effect on community structure, However, Minckley and Barber (1971) and 
Olmsted and Cloutman (1974) reported that immature fishes were sometimes 
washed downstream after severe flooding. Phinney (1975) also found that 
primary repopulation was apparently accomplished by brook trout (Salvelinus 
fontinalis) fry displaced from upstream areas. It appears likely that the 
flood during the present study did have an effect on repopulation, but it 
would be difficult to determine to what extent. 
Seasonal migrations and breeding of fishes can greatly effect the 
rate of repopulation. Katz and Gaufin (1952) reported a winter delay in 
repopulation of fishes, even when suitable habitat was available. Larimore 
et al. (1959) found that repopulation was most rapid in the spring and 
slowest during the winter. These delays in repopulation can be partially 
attributed to late fall downstream migrations of many species into deeper 
waters for the winter, and an influx of fishes into headwater streams is 
not to be expexted. Since the kill occurred during the spring breeding 
season, many species were moving upstream for spawning and large numbers 
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of immature individuals were available for repopulation from these imm-
igrants and from the permanent residents from undamaged areas. If the 
Riley Creek kill had occurred in late fall , it is doubtful that repopula-
tion would have started as early as it did. 
The existence of nearby undamaged areas, providing a source of fishes 
for immigration, had a marked effect on the rate of repopulation as wit-
nessed by the differing rates of the three stations (Figs . 2 , 3 and 4). 
Three sources of repopulation in close proximity to the sampling areas 
were Riley Creek above the kill , Union Drainage District# 3 0.8 km down-
stream from the spill site and Cassell Creek located just below the samp-
ling area (Fig. 1). Station 8 , the closest to an undamaged tributary 
(Cassell Creek), was the first of the three stations to begin repopulation 
(Fig . 4). Stations 6 and 7, being farther from a repopulation source, 
were clearly later (34 days) to repopulate (Figs . 2 and 3), The exi stence 
and location of these undamaged areas allowed for ingression from upstream 
as well as from downstream and were therefore critical to a rapid recover . 
If , for example , the entire drainage area had been affected, repopulation 
would have had to been accomplished by surviving fishes (which in this 
case there were none) , or by upstream movements only. 
The ability of most of the fishes in Riley Creek to adapt to chang-
i ng conditions was an important factor in the rate of repopulation. Head-
water streams such as Riley Creek are very unstable environments . The 
organisms living in these streams are subjected to wide seasonal and 
daily fluctuations of temperature, dissolved oxygen, stream flow, food 
supplies, etc . The majority of the fishes involved in the Riley Creek 
kill were headwater species . Thompson and Hunt (1930) stated that head-
water fishes are "apparently capable of meeting all situations and reach-
ing large numbers under conditions more rigourous than others can endure . 
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They are generalized morphologically andtiave a wide range of physiological 
adaptability." The first three reinhabi tants of Riley Creek following the 
kill (stoneroller, creek chub and creek chubsucker) (Fig. 5) are among 
those listed by Thompson and Hunt (1930) and have been described by others 
as "pioneering species" (Shelford 1913; Smith 1979) , MacArthur and Wilson 
(1967) argued that newly colonizing species will be relatively r selected 
(as opposed to the K end of the continuum) . These species have life history 
strategies adapted to unpredictable abiotic settings. They can be charac-
terized as highly vagile orgnaisms that put the maximum amount of effort 
into reproduction to produce the maximum number of offspring, thus "flood-
ing the market" with propagule. It would therefore not be unreasonable to 
assume that the rapidly repopulating species such as stonerollers and creek 
chubs are relatively more r selected than species that have yet to return 
such as the longear sunfish , 
Another factor that may be of considerable importance in the rate of 
repopulation, and which is related to the rand K concept , is the apparent 
lack of predation on ingressing fish (Berra and Gunning 1970). Large pred-
atory fish such as bluegill and largemouth bass dominated the catch at 
station 6 before the kill (Table 2) , Few of these predators have returned 
to the area and those that have were small . As a possible result , those 
species that were represented by only a few individuals before the kill 
and are common prey species (e . g ., cyprinids), have dramatically increased 
in number and are now the dominant members of the community. It would be 
difficult , however , to quantify the importance of predator-prey relation-
ships in repopulation because of the difficulty in determining how many 
and at what size individuals of any given species become efficient enough 
predators to exert population pressure (Berra and Gunning 1970). However, 
it seems intuitive that predator pressure (presence or absence) would 
influence repopulation . , 
Interspecific competition of ingressing fishes , although difficult 
to substantiate , is another factor worthy of mention . As previously indi-
cated, species composition (kinds of species) of the post-kill community 
is not substantially different from pre-kill periods . Since the habitat 
was not altered as a result of the fertilizer spill, and since the species 
pool from which repopulation was accomplished is similar to the pre-kill 
community of Riley Creek, one would not expect species compostion of the 
post-kill community to be different from pre-kill periods. However, there 
is also the possibility that the earliest reinhabitants were able to com-
petitively exclude new species from entering. This could also apply to 
those species that were later to repopulate. The large numbers of the 
earliest reinhabitants could theoretically retard the repopulation of the 
later species . Food, not spawning sites, would be the most likely resource 
competed for , since the majority of the species repopulating were young-
of-the-year or immature. However, the extent to which competition for 
food would be a factor is itself questionable , since most stream fishes 
are able to compensate for depletions in their normal food items by util-
izing a wide variety of materials (Thompson and Hunt 19JO; Starrett 1950; 
Larimore et al . 1959; Hynes 1970). As with predation, however, it seems 
likely that competition would influence the recovery process. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The Riley Creek kill (although 100% mortality of fishes) occurred 
under what may be considered the most favorable conditions . Water levels 
were sufficiently high to permit rapid dilution and movement of the poll-
utant out of the area and to allow easy access to ingressing fish by 
eliminating barriers . The kill occurred during the breeding season and 
large numbers of young fish were available for repopulation from un-
damaged areas . Also the majority of the species involved in the kill are 
inherently capable of adjusting to, or recuperating from, catastrophes 
such as this. These factors in consort permitted a relatively rapid 
recovery of the section of stream studied. However , such results would 
not be expected in kills occurring under less favorable conditions . 
Factors such as predation and interspecific competition of ingre-
ssing fish probably do have an effect (positive or negative) on the 
rate and extent of recovery, but are difficult to quantify without de-
tailed investigations. 
The rate of repopulation varied considerably with species of fish. 
It is likely that this is most attributable to the position of the in-
dividual species on the r?K selection continum. It is suggested (not 
proven) that the rapidly repopulating species such as creek chubs and 
stonerollers are relatively more r selected than species that have yet 
to return such as the longear sunfish. 
At the time this study was terminated, 21 of the original 27 species 
had reentered the sampling area, and four species that were not recorded 
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before the kill were collected a£ter . Since those species that have yet 
to return, and those that were recorded a£ter the kill but not before , 
accounted for relati vely few of the total number of individuals, it is 
felt that post-kill species composition (kinds of species) is similar 
to pre-kill periods, Although species such as bluegill and green sunfish 
are not as abundant as they were before the kill , the few individuals 
collected indicate that stock is present , and their numbers will porb-
ably return to normal levels a£ter successful spawns . 
The increase in total number of individuals , decrease in overall 
total weight and the decrease in mean weight per individual a£ter the 
kill can be attributed to the fact that repopulation was accomplished 
primarily by many young-of-the-year or immature i ndividuals. 
This study supports the generally accepted view that stream fish 
populations can recover withi n a reasonably short period of time a£ter 
a major kill as long as no permanent or prolonged damage of the habitat 
exists, The extent of recovery, however , is difficult to determine due 
to the normal fluctuations in community structure. The rapid recovery 
of most fishes may itself be a manifestation of these changes . 
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Figure 1 . }iap of Riley Creek , its tributaries and sampling stations 6, 7 and 8 . The 
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Illinois, station 6, An asterisk indicates fj_rst record of that species following the 
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not recorded after the kill. An x indicates the total number of species recorded since 
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Figure J, Repopulation of fishes after a major fish kill in Riley Creek , Coles County , 
Illinois , station 7, An asterisk indicates first record of that species following the 
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F'igure 4. Repopulation of fishes after a major fish kill in Riley Creek , Coles County , 
Illinois, station 8. An asteri sk indicates first record: of that species fol lowing the 
kill. A double asterisk indicates fj_rst record of that species fol l owing the kill and 
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not recorded after the kil} . An x indicates the total number of sped.es recorded. s:i.nce 
the kHl. Refer to Figure 2 for abhrev:iations of fjsh species , 
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Figure 5. Repopulation of fishes after a major fish kill in Riley Creek , Coles County , 
Illinois , stations 6, 7 and 8. An asterisk indicates first record of that species foll-
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Tal:lf; 1, Co:,parison of fish species composition for station 6 based on collect.ions b<!fore (October 25, 1978) and after (October 25, 
1979) a ~ajor fis:, kill in Riley Creek , Coles County , Illinois . 
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1 
3 
1 
2 
4 
2 
2 
16 
2 
6 
1 
2 
54 
;::-.:. . ' ". -: ' .. -: ~. 15 
1 
59 
73 
121 
19 
2 
55 
149 
1 
4 
-
1 
2 
2 
6 
3 
498 
922 .22 
15 
l'ercent of 
total number 
bcforo 
12.96 
1.85 
5,56 
1.85 
5,56 
1.85 
3.70 
7,41 
J,70 
'J, 70 
29,63 
J,70 
11.11 
1.85 
J,70 
100.00 
aft er 
,20 
11.85 
14,66 
24,JO 
J .82 
,LIO 
11 .OI• 
29,92 
, 20 
,80 
,20 
.40 
,40 
1.20 
, 60 
100.00 
'rota! weight ana--
mcan (x) wcicht per specie3 {lD... 
bcf ore --1!:fit?.r 
715.83 (102,26) -
- - 67,01 (67,01~ 
1.5'• (1. 54 ~ 69,32 (1.17 
71 6.98 (2J8,99 - -
96 ,55 (1.J2) 
70,87 (70 ,8?) 1J6.89 (1.1 Jl 
- - 36,41 i1.92 
4,09 (1,J6~ 4.00 2 .00 
.69 (. 69 50 ,07 ( ,91 
86.27 (4J .14 359,83 (2 .41) 
411. 07 (102 . 77) - -
1.9) (1.93~ 
7,15 (1. 79 
221.47 (110. 71. ~ - -
92,13 (46.07 4. 90 (4. 90) 
1951. 77 (121.99~ 24, 55 (12 . 28) 
70 .88 (35 ,44 - -
785 ,14 ?J0.86~ - -
129 ,14 129, 14 - -
1.93 ( ,97) 
2,JO (2, JO) 2.65 (.44~ 
7,64 (2,55 
-
52:.0 ,05 (100,37) 870,83 (1 , 75) 
16.07 
ercent"or 
_!Qj.aJ. weisht 
~~ arte_x 
l J . 21 
,OJ 
J,27 
1.31 
,08 
,01 
1.59 
7,:13 
4 ,09 
1, 70 
36.01 
1. Jl 
14.49 
2,J8 
,04 
100.00 
7, 69 
7,96 
11.09 
15,72 
4 .18 
,1.:,6 
5,75 
41 ,32 
,22 
,82 
-
.56 
2,82 
,22 
, JO 
.88 
100 .00 
· :~:::.·,,;: :·::-:· x ,..:,,;-: -:,.'"i~e/befoJ·e value · -- · --:.....--~------·- ----- - ----- ----------------
w 
"' 
T~ble 2. Comparison of fish species composition for station 7 based on collections before (October 25, 1978) and after (October 25, 
1979) a major fish kill in Riley Creek , Coles ·County , Illinois. 
Total num b<..?l.' Percent of Total weight and Percent of . 
per specie::; total m.im bcr mean (x} weight per species (g} total weight 
SEPCIES before after before after before after before after 
Dorosoma cepedianum - Gizzard Shad 15 - 10.95 - 1,548.18 (10J .21~ - - )6.64 
Campostoma anomalwn - Stoneroller 5 147 J.65 JJ,95 J0 .62 ~6 .12 26),79 f1.79~ ,72 28 .JJ Ericvmba buccata - Silverja~ Minnow 12 55 8,76 12,70 23,75 1.98 86 .41 1..57 , 56 9.28 
Notropis chrysocephalus - Striped Shiner 10 22 7.30 5.08 23,72 
~2 . )7~ 21 .93 (1 .00) .56 2.36 li • umbratilis - Reclfln Shiner 24 - 17,52 - 35.10 1.46 - - .83 
Phenacobius mirabilis - Suckcrmouth Minnow 3 J · 2.19 .69 4.)8 f 1.46~ 5. 22 ~1.74~ .10 .56 Pim~phalc-s notalus - Bluntnose Minnow 29 24 21 .17 .5 • .54 59 ,90 2.07 41.15 . 1. 71 1.42 4.42 
Semotilus atroMculatus - Creek Chub 21 150 15,JJ Jl} ,64 650 ,14 (J0 ,96 353,68 2.J6 15. 39 37,98 
Catostomus commP.rsoni - White Sucker 1J 16 9,49 J,70 1681.53 (129.35) 100 .75 
~6,JO~ 39 ,79 10.82 Erimyzon oblon~us - Creek Chubsucker - 8 - 1.85 - - 19.63 2.45 - 2 ,11 
Moxostoma macrolepidotum - Shorthcad Redhorse - 3 - .69 - - 6.50 (2 .17) - , 70 
Fundulus notatus - Blackstripe Topminnow 1 - ,73 - ,57 ( ,57) - - ,01 
LepoMis cyar.ell us - Green Sun.fish - 1 - ,2J - - 2,37 (2.J7) - ,25 
!,, !'!eeal.oUs - Longear Swlfish 1 - ,73 - 6J ,79 (6),79) - - 1.51 -
Micropterus punctulatus - Spotted Bass - 1 - . 2) - - 9, )8 (9 ,J8) - I 1.01 
!!• sal.moidcs - Largemouth Bass 1 1 ,7) .2J 101.29 (101.29) 18. 09 (18.09) 2 .40 1.91+ 
Ellir,os lor.,a.: n ip;ruin - Johnny Darter 1 2 ,7) .46 1.21 
~1. 21 ~ 2. 21 (1.11) .OJ .24 ~~ socctabilc - Oran£cthroat Darter 1 - ,73 - 1.47 1.47 - - ,OJ 
Total 137 43) 100.00 100.00 4225 ,65 (J0 .84) 931 .11 (2.15) 100.00 100.00 
Estimated% Recovery* 
-
J16.06 
- - - - 22 .0J 
Species Richncns 14 1J 
*Derived from 100 x after value/before value, 
w 
w 
'l'able J , ComJJarison of f ish species composition for s lation 8 b.:l:.ied on collections before (October 2.5 , 19'/8) and after {October 2 5 
1979) a major fish kill in Riley Creek , Col es County , I l linois , ~ 
Total number Percent of 'l'ot.al 11dcht (e;rams ) Percent of 
per species total number and mean (x) weight per upecles t otal weieht 
SPFXIES beforn after before after before after before after 
Esox amcricanus - Grass Pickeral 1 1 . 21 .11 J0.4.$ .(J0.45~ 70 .87 (70 .87~ , 74 J ,90 
Campostoma anomalum - Stoneroller 25 JOl• 5, )5 J2 , 72 107 ,71 (4 . J1 · 525 .18 (1.?J 2. 61 28 .87 
Eri cymba. _!)uccata - Silverjaw Minnow 9 50 1.9) 5, )8 9,84 (L09 91. ?6 (1 .87} .24 5.04 
~ 1! chrysocophalus - Striped Shiner ? 56 1.50 6.0J 16.J? ~2 . J4~ 94,92 f , 70 ,40 5. 22 Ji • . stramineus - Sand Shiner 1 9 .21 ,97 1.80 1.80 J 11.68 1.JO .04 . fl+ 
N. umbratilus - Redfin Shiner 4 1 .86 .11 1.12 (. 28) , .54 ( ,54~ .OJ .OJ 
~ . spilopte:::us - Spotfin Shiner 
- 1 - . 11 - - 1.?8 (l. 7.8 - ,10 
.!!_ , whipplei - Stcelcolor Shiner 1 
-
, 21 
- 4 .81 .: (4.81) 
- -
.12 
Phenacobius r.irabilis - Sucke:r:mouth Minnow 12 J 2.57 , )2 )5,87 (2,99~ 10.28 (J .4J) ,87 ,5? 
Pimephales notatus - Bluntnose Minnc;,w 257 229 55.03 24 .65 1J?.6J ( ,54 217,45 J .JJ. 11 .95 . 
, 
Semotilus atromaculatus - Creek Chub 80 220 17,lJ 2J .69 1053,96 p J ,1 ?~ 5?) .68 t .61~ 
25 . .54 J1.5J 
Catostomus conmersoni - White Sucker 21 Jl 4. 50 J.JI• 2002 .60 95 .36 127,4) l• . 1  48 ,5) ?, 00 
Erimyzon oblo?:r:us - Creek Chuboucker 1 11 . 21 1.18 5.68 (5.68 14.58 1.JJ .14 .80 
Hypen!.:llil.:::i r.ir:-icans - Hog Sucker 5 - 1.0? - 828,76 ~165 .75~ - - 20 .08 . -
Moxos loma ervthruJ:1!8 - GolQen Redhorse 2 .4) 257 ,91 128,96 6.25 w - - - - - ~ 
t1, macrolenidotum - Shorlhead Redhorse 2 J ,4J . )2 219 .16 (109 . ?J~ 6.92 (2, Jl) 5.31 . . J8 
Ictalurus natalis - Yellow Bullhead 1 
-
.21 
- 40 .02 ~40.02 - - ,97 -
Lepomis cyar.ell us - Green Sunfish 1J 1 2,78 . 11 214.39 16.49 2.59 (2 .59) 5.19 ,14 
1, meaalotis - Longear Sunfish 5 - 1.07 - 87. 69 (17, .54~ - - 2 .12 
Microptcrus salmoides - Largemouth Bass 1 J ,21 , J2 106 .Jl (106 .Jl 6J ,1J (21. 04) 2,58 J ,!i7 
Etheostoma niPI'UM - Johnny Darter 
- 2 - ,22 - - .SJ 
~.42~ 
- .05 
E· spoctabile - Orangethroat Darter 19 J 4 ,07 . J2 18.4) ( ,97) 1.82 .61 ,45 .10 
I'ercina macul;i.ta - Blackside Darter 
-
1 - , 11 - - J ,79 (J, 79 - . 21 
'l'otaJ. 467 929 100 .00 100 .00 ·4126.88 (8 .&'•) 1819 ,2) (1.96) 100 .00 100 .00 
Estimated % Recovery* - ~98,9) -
- - -
44 .08 
- -. 
Specie~ Richness 20 18 
-~~~~~~~-· 
* Derived fro:-i 100 x after value/before value 
~ 
' 
\ 
I - I 
Table 4 , Cceiparison of fich species conposHl.on for all stations (6, 7 and 8) b:lsed on col!.,ctlons h!'o.ru (O., torer 25, 1973) ant! 
after (Octol:('r 25, 1979) a !llajor fish kill i n Riley Creek, Coles Couuty, Illinois. • 
Total. nu.11 bcr Pet·cent of 'l'otru. weight and Percent of 
per species total nu."' bcr r1can (x) Wt-ieht per Sf,P.C!CS {c) tota l 1<eigh t 
snx:us before after ~ after before after before !£ill 
Doroso:'!a cepcdianum - Clzzard Sha.d 22 - 3,J4 - 2264.01 {102,91~ - - 15,50 
Esox a,--:;ricar.i":s=-crass Pickerel 1 2 .15 .11 30.45 (30,45 137,88 {69,94) .21 J.81 
Ca-~cs"o-:a a nc:'!alu., - Stoneroller 31 510 4 .71 27,42 139.87 {4,51) 858,29 (1.68) .96 23. 70 
C·,"D:-1n•~s ~ - Carp 3 - .46 - 716,98 {238,99~ - - 4,91 -Er:c::-:ba. - Silverjaw ~innow 21 178 3,19 9.57 35,59 ~l .60 274,72 
~l 54~ ,24 7,59 No~rcPiS chrvsocephalus - Striped Shiner 18 199 2,74 10,70 110.96 6. 16 253,74 1.28 ,76 7.01 
!• s~ilovt erus - Spot.fir. Shiner 
- 1 - ,05 - - 1.73 
~l. 78~ ,05 !• st::11nineus - Sar.d Shiner l 9 ,15 .48 1.80 (1.60) 11.68 1.30 .01 ,32 
N. ~-.~:-atilis - Red.fin Shiner 28 20 lt,26 1.08 )6.22 t29~ )6.96 (1.85) ,25 1.02 N. ~hi~olel - Stcelcolor Shiner 1 - .15 - 4.81 4.81 - - .03 -Phc::<-Cob!l.S r.irabll is - Suckernouth Y.innow 18 8 2,74 ,43 44, JI! 2.46 19 , .50 {2 .4/;) . ;O .54 
Pic~~hales notatus - Blu.~tnose Minnow 287 308. 4J.62 16. 56 198.22 (.69) 308 .67 (1.00) 1.36 8 • .52 
Se~.ot.11~ a tro:-iaculatus - Creek Chub 103 519 15.65 27.90 1790,37 (17, 83) 1287.19 (2,1.8) 12 .26 35.55 
Catosto~us~rsoni - White Sucker 38 47 5, 78 2,5'.l 4095,20 (107,77i 228.18 f 4 .85~ 28.04 6.30 &-~ -:pon oblo:1gi:s - Creek Chubsucker 1 20 ,15 1.08 5.68 15,68 36.14 1.81 .04 1.00 H·,-:er.'..iliu:-, r.!.-:-icans - Hog Sucker 5 - . 76 - 828,76 (1 5,75 5,67 
- -
~:c:« s !o-:a ~~ - Colden Redhorse 2 - , JO - 257,91 ~128 ,96~ - - 1.77 t , :-;ic:-.:>le:ildotu:n - Short.head Redt,orsc 2 10 ,JO ,54 219.16 109,?J 20.57 (2.06) 1.50 .57 
· .: 
le'~ c,cl~ - Black Bullhead 221.47 (110 . ,'4) 1.52 w 2 - , '.JO - - - <.n 
I, :.'lta:is ....,. Ycllou Bullhead 1 - . 15 - 40.02 (40 ,02~ - .27 
F°;:.~~i;s !",o!.at.us - 'Blaci<strlpe Top:alnnow 1 
.15 - ,57 ( ,57 - - . 01 l '>'. : c. ts c ·:aw,11 us - Creon Sunfish 15 '.l 2. 28 .1 6 306 .52 (20 .4Ji 9,86 (3.29~ 2.10 . ,27 1• ~ochir~s - Bluc6111 16 2 2,1}'.J .11 1951,77 (121.99 24.55 (12.28 13, JG .68 1• ne~alotis - Longear S~ish 8 - 1.22 - 1.58.57 (19,82 
- 1.09 
Y.!.c::-o~ ;>i.:nctulatus - Spotted Bass 1 
- .05 - - 9,39 (9,)8~ - . 2c !; • sa.1:-.oides - Large~.outh Bass 8 4 1.22 ,22 992.74 (124.09) 81.22 (20 .31 6.80 2.24 
Fc·.ox!.s a::nularis - White Crappie 1 - .15 - 129,14 (1 29 ,14) - - .88 E:~cJ~to~a ~~ - Johnny Carter 1 6 .15 . 32 1.21 fl . 21~ 4 ,97 
f :~~ . 01 , llf E. srectabile ~ Oransct~roat D...rtor 22 9 'J,Y} ,48 22.20 1.01 4.47 .15 .12 Fe:-:1~a :,,acula!.a. - Blac~s1dc Dart~r 
-
4 
- . 22 - - 11.l..3 (2.86) .32 
Tot.al 6.58 1860 100 .00 -100 .oo 14604 ,54 -(22.20) '.)621.18 (1. 95) 100 .00 100.00 
Es t1natcd % Recovery* 
-
282.67 
- - - -
24,79 
S1ecies Richr.ess 27 20 
• ::.orived fro::i 100 x after ¥alue/boforo ¥aluc , -----· 
·' 
J6 
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